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Abstract
This paper presents a novel algorithm for detection of singular points, the core and
delta points, in fingerprint images. The number and location of singular points, are
used to classify fingerprint images in to five general groups; and therefore to narrow
down the search space in large fingerprint databases. Using the proposed directional
masks in the first step, detects the neighborhood of the singular points. In the second
stage by implementing the proposed algorithm, an adaptive singular point detection
method, is designed to extract the exact location of core and delta points. Usage
of the proposed directional masks speeds up the process and the proposed adaptive
singular point detection method increases the accuracy of the algorithm.
Key words: fingerprint classification, adaptive singular point detection, directional
mask, core point, delta point.
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Introduction

One of the most important and efficient methods of personal identification is the fingerprintbased algorithms [1,2]. In high level fingerprint classification algorithms, extracting the
number and precise location of singular points (SP), namely core and delta points, are of
great importance. According to the number and location of these robust characteristics,
fingerprints can be classified in to five main groups; arch, tented arch, right loop, left loop,
and whorl. Using high-level classification process can efficiently reduces the search area in
large fingerprint databases and therefore speeds up the subsequent matching algorithm.
There are four main approaches to allocate SPs [7].
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• Methods based on mathematical model representation of fingerprint [3,4].
Because of the complexity of fingerprint patterns, representation of an accurate model
for these images is a difficult task that can not be achieved this type of models.
• Methods based on statistical approaches [8].
In these methods although the usage of histogram has reduced the noise effect, however
they cannot adapt themselves to different image characteristics.
• Methods based on Fourier transform [9].
These methods are not efficient enough because of working in the frequency domain.
But some have claimed to obtain fair results.
• Methods based on fingerprint structures. These are usually well applied approaches,
which have been tested successfully on large databases [5,6,13].
Some approaches combine several types of the above mentioned methods and make a new
combined system [10]. the approach proposed here contains two successive steps:
• Applying the proposed tools called directional masks to extract the neighborhood of
SPs [14].
• Implementing the proposed adaptive SP detection approach to extract the precise location of SPs.
In the next section a new mathematical model for fingerprint images will be introduced.
In Section 3 the proposed algorithm is discussed, in Section 4 experimental results are
presented and finally the conclusion is stated.
2

Definitions

The proposed algorithm is applied using directional images. Before getting started with the
algorithm it is essential to describe firstly the mathematical representation of directional
images.
• every function F~ , with its elements being two dimensional vector, is a directional image
and can be described as follows:
~ (i, j) = (f1 (i, j), f2 (i, j)),
F

i, j ∈ Z.

• the set of all directional images, v , make a linear space with the following property:
∆
~ + βG
~ =
αF
(αf1 + βg1 , αf2 + βg2 )

• the inner product in the linear space is defined as:
∆
~, G
~ >=
<F

+∞
+∞
X
X

f1 (i, j)g1 (i, j) + f2 (i, j)g2 (i, j)
i=−∞ j=−∞

if the summation exists.
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• the absolute inner product is defined as:
+∞
+∞
X
X

∆

~ , G)
~ =
(F

|f1 (i, j)g1 (i, j) + f2 (i, j)g2 (i, j)|

(2)

i=−∞ j=−∞

• the correlation function between two directional images is defined as:
∆

~ (i, j), G(i
~ − m, j − n) > .
C(m, n) =< F

(3)

• the absolute correlation function is defined as:
∆
~ (i, j), G(i
~ − m, j − n)).
C(m, n) = (F

(4)

2.1 Directional Masks
In the image processing field, masks are powerful tools to extract features from images
[12]. In this work we use directional masks to detect the core and delta neighborhood
regions. By definition the core is defined as the topmost point on the innermost upward
recurving ridge [8] and delta point is defined as the point of bifurcation (in a delta-like
region) on a ridge splitting in two branches which extend to encompass the complete
pattern area [8]. Figure 1 presents these singular points in a typical fingerprint image. To
detect the core points the mask must extract rotational regions and to detect the delta
points the mask should extract triangular regions, figure 2 shows two typical masks to
detect the core and delta points, which each element being an angle in degrees. As it can
be seen from this figure the core mask emphasizes on rotational regions while the delta
mask emphasizes on triangular regions.

Core

Delta

Fig. 1. Typical fingerprint image and its singular points.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Typical directional masks: (a) core mask, (b) delta mask.
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Proposed Algorithm

Figure 3 presents the overall block diagram of the proposed algorithm. The algorithm
contains two successive stages to detect the SPs. In the first stage, the neighborhood of
SPs are detected and in the second stage the exact location of SPs are extracted.

Fig. 3. Overall block diagram of the proposed algorithm.

3.1 Detection of singular points neighborhood
The first stage of the proposed algorithm contains these successions:
(1) find the value of the core/delta absolute correlatin function between the directional
image and the core/delta mask according to the following formula:
∆ ~
~ c (i − m, j − n))
Core(m, n) = (D(i,
j), M

(5)

∆

~ j), M
~ d (i − m, j − n))
Delta(m, n) = (D(i,

(6)

(2) after finding the core/delta absolute correlation function, compute the mean, m,
and variance, σ, of the core/delta absolute correlation function. The threshold T is
computed as:
T (γ) = m + γσ.

(7)

In this work the value of γ for both core and delta threshold, is initialized to 0.5.
(3) for each pixel in the directional image, if the core/delta factor is greater than T (γ) ,
assign it as the core/delta neighborhood, else reject it.
4

Experimental results show that with almost all tested fingerprint images the maximum
of the core/delta absolute correlation function denotes the location of core and delta
points(even with presence of noise). Figure 4 presents core/delta absolute correlation
function results after thresholding, for a typical fingerprint image.
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Fig. 4. Results of first stage of proposed algorithm; (a): a typical fingerprint image; (b) directional
image; (c) absolute core correlation result after thresholding; (d) absolute delta correlation result
after thresholding.

3.2 Adaptive Core/Delta Detection
For each point detected as a core neighbor (in an m×m neighborhood (m=4) around
the point), the mean and variance of each region R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 are first computed. These
regions are shown in figure 5(a). Subsequently, for each point detected as a delta neighbor,
in an m×m neighborhood (m=4) around the point, the mean and variance for each region
R1 , R2 , R3 are also computed (figure 5(b)). The point is assigned as a core if one of the
following conditions is satisfied:
•
•
•
•

m1
m3
m1
m2

> 90,
< 90,
> 90,
< 90,

m2
m4
m3
m4

< 90,
> 90,
< 90,
> 90,

m1 − m2
m4 − m3
m1 − m3
m4 − m2

< θc (i),
< θc (i),
< θc (i),
< θc (i),

σ1 , σ2
σ3 , σ4
σ1 , σ3
σ2 , σ4

< σc (i), or
< σc (i), or
< σc (i), or
< σc (i).

The point is assigned as a delta point if the following conditions are both satisfied.
• m1 < 90, m1 − m3 < θd (i), σ1 , σ3 < σd (i), and
• m2 > 90; 180 − (m2 + m3 ) < θd (i), σ2 , σ3 < σd (i).

The threshold value of orientation, θ(i), and variance, σ(i), for the core and delta points
are a function of index i. We make a look-up-table (LUT) for the mean and the variance
experimentally. Figure 5(c) illustrates the θ − σ plots for the core and delta tables.
In each iteration if the number of core/delta points (detected by the adaptive SP detection
algorithm) exceeds a threshold value of L, then another value is selected from LUT, as
the threshold, otherwise the SPs are achieved. At the bottom of the library if the number
of core/delta points are still greater than L, we increase γ (coefficient of variance) of the
soft thresholding (see figure 3). The iteration continues till it converges to less that or
equal to L points. Experimental results show that because of the variety of fingerprint
5
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Fig. 5. (a) neighborhood region near core point; (b) neighborhood region near delta; (c)
theta-sigma graph for core and delta detection;

images the selection of a fixed threshold value is not an efficient method as stated above
an adaptive thresholding method is designed to extract the SPs.
Table 1
Experimental results (FP: Fingerprint Image, G: Good, VN: Very Noisy).
FP Type

4

No. of FPs

Core Points

Quality

Delta Points

Present

Detected

Present

Detected

Arch

5

G

No

Yes

No

Yes

Left Loop

10

9G & 1VN

Yes

Yes

Yes

9Yes & 1No

Right Loop

10

8G & 2VN

Yes

8Yes & 2No

Yes

Yes

Tented Arch

5

G

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Whorl

10

9G & 1VN

Yes

8Yes & 2No

Yes

Yes

Experimental Results

The approach proposed in this paper, was tested on a large fingerprint database, with different qualities, containing images with 500 dpi resolution and 256 gray-levels. To compute
the directional image, the algorithm presented in [9] was used. The proposed algorithm
showed very promising results even for noisy input image and show much better performances than [8]. We run the algorithm for L=5. Almost all of the SPs were detected.
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In some cases the SPs were detected for arch type too, but due to the fact that arch
and tented arch types exhibit different distance between SPs the images were successfully
classified. Smaller values of γ and step better tend to better results. Figure 6 shows final
results of running proposed algorithm on a typical fingerprint image. Table 1 presents the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Final results of running proposed algorithm on a fingerprint image: (a) query image; (b)
directional image and detected singular points on it.

performance of the proposed algorithm. In our database, for some noisy images it was
difficult for human to detect SPs, but in some cases the proposed algorithm detect them
successfully.
5

Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper according to the new model of fingerprint images an adaptive approach to
detect of SPs was presented. In the first step by using the proposed directional masks the
SPs and their neighbor regions were detected. In the second stage by using the proposed
adaptive detection algorithm the exact location of SPs were detected. The algorithm is
fast and leads to better detection results compared to other available methods stated in
the literature. In the future combining this method with artificial computation, results in
a powerful algorithms.
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